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MICROPROCESSOR

Note: 1. Attempt all sections. If require any missing data; then choose suitably' 
'

2. Alrry special pap€r specific instruction'

SECTION - A

1. Attempt all question in o*rief: 2xI"0=20

(a) what is a microprocessor? what is the technology used in microprocessors?

iUl Wfr"t are the diiferent buses and what jobs they do in a.microprocessor?

EiD; the basic block diagramof T':19pt*"ssors 
and discuss the same'

t6 rnr address capability of 8085 is 64I(B' Explain'

iri uo* many instructions 8085 can support?

({j Vtention the addressing modes of 8085'

ig) nxptain the concept of M"*ory s,egryentation in 8085 microprocessor'

Oi ff"* many hardware intemrpts 8085 supports?

(ij fro* many VO ports can 8085 access?

ili *ht the lower byte addresses bus (A0 - A7) and data bus (D0 - D7) are

multiplexed?

SECTION -B

2. Attempt any three of the following: '

(a) Draw the architecture of 8085 and mention its various functional blocks'

(b) Explain different iyp.u oii"t"t*ptsin 8085 Microprocessors'

i;iffiilh" pin aiagram qd tunctio]al block diagram of 8254'

(d) Explain the diffe[nce between IO mapped IO and Memory Mapped IO

interfacing technique.
(e) Explain ppl (g25;) with its block diagrams. Also explain its operating modes'

SECTTOI{ * C

3. Attempt any one part of the fotlowing:

(a) Explain the features and architecture of 8086 Microprocessors' Mention the jobs

performed by Bru and EU' r,^L^*a*+.:- ane*
OiWil *" i"t oopt? Explain types of intemrpt in 8086'

4, Attempt any one of the following: 10 x 1=10

(a)ExplainALE,HOLD,READY'S0'SlSIGNALSforS085microprocessor'
(b) Design u h"*ud""I**i op ,or* which count from 00H to FFH in a systern with

a 1.0 ps clock Period'
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5. Attempt any one of the following:

(a) Write a program to add two l6-bit nur4bers for 80E5mp

(b) Explaia PPI (8255) with its block Also,explainits opqrating modes'

6. Attempt any one of the following: 10 x 1 =10

(a) Explain the operation of 8254 in mode 3. Briefly explain 8254 as a clunter?

O) Design a system for 8085 such that it contain 4KB of EPROM and 2KB of
RAM using trro 2KB of EPROM and two lKB of RAM. Draw the complete

interfacing diagram.

1. Attempt any one of the followlng: 10 x 1=10

(a) Draw the block diagram of 8251 USART and explain each block. Also draw its

interfacing with 8086.

O) With the help of a functional block diagram and workin gof 8257 DMA contoller.

10x1:10
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